Asset Tracking and Management

The Value of Asset Management

Enabling your staff with basic asset visibility is the first step in achieving an operationally efficient healthcare environment. Knowing the location of critical equipment required for patient care decreases the time staff spend searching for equipment, while reducing the perceived need to hoard assets for future use. With room-level locating enabled, healthcare facilities can enhance their asset tracking solution to automate workflow such as PAR-level management, preventative maintenance management functions, and equipment distribution. Hospital administrators and other key personnel can leverage historical data and robust analytics to increase equipment utilization and avoid over procurement.

Easily locate mobile medical equipment and automate equipment workflows with CenTrak Asset™. Supported by the industry’s most reliable and scalable real-time location system (RTLS), CenTrak’s end-to-end asset tracking and management solution provides locating infrastructure, a variety of purpose-built asset tags, and easy-to-use software tools for real-time map views, lists, reports, and alerts. Consulting transformation services are also offered to help create sustained improvements and drive meaningful impact of your enterprise asset management implementation.

Ensure timely patient care, increase operational efficiency, and improve financial performance

Cost savings: reduction in lost or stolen equipment
Caregiver efficiency: fast and intuitive asset search
Quality patient care: availability of critical equipment
Rightsized equipment fleet: optimal asset utilization
Regulatory compliance: efficient preventative maintenance
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Robust Integration Engine for Maximum Impact

CenTrak’s open location platform enables seamless integration with both new and existing applications, such as Computerized Maintenance Management Systems and Electronic Medical Record Systems, to maximize the system’s impact and your return on investment.

IoT Devices Purpose-Built for Healthcare

Innovative hardware options offer the smallest asset tags on the market, tags with configurable buttons to trigger custom workflow notifications, and tags designed for specialty use cases such as medical scope management – capable of withstanding high-pressure washing and harsh disinfectant chemicals.

Scalable Technology Designed to Meet Objectives

Flexible technology options support simple asset tracking with fully wireless deployments, as well as accurate room- and bay-level locating for advanced rental, inventory PAR level, and preventative maintenance management functions. Based on your unique environment, we help you choose the most appropriate technology (Wi-Fi, BLE, Gen2IR™, LF, UHF) depending on the coverage model required and desired configurations.

Optimize Your RTLS Program

We partner with health systems to enhance system performance and regularly monitor your return on investment. Consulting and managed services programs are available to assist with maintenance activities as well as prescribe optimal workflow design to improve equipment distribution, availability, and utilization.

Actionable Insights Drive Greater Efficiencies

Intuitive software applications include configurable asset properties, insightful dashboards, a customizable rules engine to support PAR-level notifications, reports to analyze refill times and historical population levels, and more.

$5,000,000
saved in excess equipment identified

1,000s
of hours reallocated to patient care

100%
equipment found during maintenance and recall management

>50%
increase in nursing satisfaction relative to equipment availability

Asset Tags

Asset Tag Mini
Asset Tag Micro
Multi-Mode Asset Tag
Mini Multi-Mode Asset Tag
DuraTag
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